In 1939 the Canadian aircraft industry, moving easily, employed about 5,000 people and produced a total of 31 planes. At its peak it provided a gainful living for over 13,000 people and approximately 4,000 planes. World war has made a relatively insignificant manufacturing business a major factor in Canada's rise to fifth greatest air power in the world. In the last five and a half years Canadian airfields have trained more than 114,000 airmen who have fought from Iceland to India, and factories have produced more than 13,000 combat training planes for them to fly.

Although growing pains have been severe, the initiative and perseverance of those who gave a transfiguration to formerly anemic aircraft business has made possible the phenomenal increase in output, number of employees, capital involved and floor space used.

Before the war the dozen or so companies building planes waited impatiently for an occasional government order to keep them busy. By 1938 Great Britain was aware of the fact that danger could not be averted for long and looked around for facilities for the manufacture of fighting aircraft. The resulting contracts were instrumental in saving Canada's aircraft factories from complete unpreparedness the following year.

But progress was extremely slow. Skilled labor was not readily available and changes in plans were numerous. Most Canadians had never seen an aircraft factory, let alone work in one, and before the drawings of a new plane had been made, it had become obsolete, (a situation which still prevails). To a great extent this accounts for the relative slowness of the growth of output, compared with that of the labor employed.

Meanwhile Axis and Allies were each trying to bring out more deadly machines and step up the total load and weight of individual bombs. Each change has involved a completely new design, a new assembly line and withdrawal of old models, aside from training the labor employed. As a consequence achievement must now be reckoned in terms of tonnage rather than the number of planes produced.

The events contributing to the unusual growth of the industry date back to Sept. 1938, when Great Britain sent a delegation to Canada to look over the possibilities of air production in Canada. As a result, a company which became known as Associated Aircraft was formed to act as a co-ordinating organization. It was dissolved during the first phase of the war when we still dreamed rosy dreams and an all-out war effort was a vague notion. Production lagged.

In 1940 it became obvious that the situation had changed, that Canada was to play an important part in the survival struggle. The appointment of a controller to the aircraft production program gave the creaky machine a lift. By the spring of 1941 primary training planes were being turned out at the rate of a hundred a month. The demands of the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan, which was undoubtedly the most potent factor affecting the manufacture of aircraft in Canada in the first three years of the war, occasioned the building of the Canadian Aerodrome. Again, progress was painfully slow, but eventually the production program of the twin-engine trainer was successfully concluded. The makers of the trainer, Canadian Car & Foundry, were also fulfilling their contract.

The biggest news, however, broke in September, 1941, when it was announced that Canada would build the de Havilland Mosquito fighter-bomber and one of the most ambitious programs of aircraft production yet attempted got under way. Since no two Canadian plants faced the same jobs or problems, no story can be called "typical," but the story of the Mosquito reflects the sort of ingenuity that won production battles for all the Canadian aircraft companies.

Adaptable Everywhere
De Havilland turned over lock, stock and barrel to the speedy bombers. That month two senior British engineers came to Canada to supervise engineering, planning and production procedures. It was a man-size job, but soon work began on complete wing and fuselage jigs, smaller jigs and fixtures,样板 of aircraft and aircraft tools, tens of thousands of drawings, operation and materials schedules, hundreds of thousands of parts. A year later, to the month, the first Canadian Mosquito was successfully flown.

Canadian industrial companies showed adaptability as English firms had done. General Motors turned over from motor chassis to balsa-sandwich fuselages, Masssey-Harris from harvesters to plywood casters and Helldivers. But the men who pioneered the industry can look with pride at the results of their efforts. Until World War I, when Canadian airmen distinguished themselves in combat, these men prompted the development of the airplane for aerial mapping, photography, prospecting and forest patrol in 1919 and throughout the 1920's. Air transport of freight and passengers struggled along as early as 1924. There was no glamour for the blazer of new air trails and air engineers—only a poor pay and overwork.

When victory is achieved in the West and the war shifts to the Pacific, it is believed that further changes will take place. The Mosquito bomber will be replaced by the Mosquito fighter, and greater emphasis will be placed on the manufacture of Helldivers.

Canadian planes have operated in every theatre of war, and standing at the crossroads of world airways, now equipped with bases and air-men, Canada is ready to take part in international air commerce—a far cry from the days of exhibition fights at county fairs.
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